R&D professionals know that thirteen and seven serve as a pair of crucial time frames. Up to thirteen years to imagine, research, develop, formulate, test, and gain approval for a drug, at a cost of over one billion dollars.

Seven years to market and profit from it, so capital is available to develop other promising medications. Thirteen years is excruciatingly long; seven, exceedingly short.

Especially with the challenge of leveraging the data and technology to expedite progress. The Solution: Rethinking how IT enables drug development and enhances capabilities.

The Answer: Accenture’s Life Sciences Cloud For R&D—is the industry platform and the technology behind our Accelerated R&D Services…transforming the R&D IT ecosystem.

Unleashing the agility to operate in ways you have never imagined.

Achieving efficiency with an unconstrained ability to both seamlessly run studies and make strategic decisions, while maintaining regulatory compliance and inspection readiness.

A united effort, with comprehensive results and most importantly, better patient outcomes.
It's scalable, using a common platform for economy and versatility, and completely integrated with the industry.

We have worked with Pfizer to create our revolutionary clinical data aggregation and exchange platform, consolidating a myriad of independent systems into one cloud based system.

Providing confidence in data and information with a single source of truth.

Enabling better clinical trial execution with the ability to seamlessly track and manage thousands of studies, with the push of a button.

We helped Merck streamline their clinical data management process, providing simplified access to data … accelerating cycle times and enhancing quality and we helped Vertex visualize their clinical development operations with on-demand access to information, maintaining regulatory compliance and optimizing their business partner management.

The solution represents one of the most significant R&D transformations in the history of the industry… helping Pfizer, Merck, Vertex and others improve lives…and save lives.

Bringing with it a new way to accelerate research and development., unlocking actionable insights…innovations. Enabling different types of internal and external data to be understood…

Bringing efficiency… with effectiveness and sustainability, while maintaining regulatory compliance and inspection readiness.

Driving innovation, and accelerating speed to market, Accenture’s revolutionary cloud technology is enabling our clients to re-focus on science, and getting products to patients faster.